The Tech center stood firm and McCarthy tried to punt, but McCormick dropped on the ball before it went three yards. Tech now forced the ball back to center, and the half closed with the ball on Tech's 30-yard line.

In the second half Whiting played tackle in place of Springer, otherwise the team remained the same. Hopkins kicked thirty yards and Underwood punted twenty on the first line up. Brown then worked the ball to Tech's 30-yard line, where it stopped and changed hands on downs. Thomas opened the long fight down the field by a 25-yard run around Robinson, and by steady playing, good hard work, Tech carried the ball to Brown's 3-yard line. Thomas tried center without gain, and it seemed as if Brown would stand the strain; but another dive and the plucky Captain planted the ball safely behind Brown's line, tying the score. Underwood failed to kick a goal.

Hopkins kicked to Tech's 10-yard line, but Thomas brought the ball back to within three yards of center. Underwood punted and Brown made slight gains.

Here Thomas broke through the line, and seizing the ball started down the field. It was a hard race, but the ball was planted between Brown's goal posts, and the game was won with but a minute to spare. No goal was kicked, and before the teams could line up time was called.

Technology's supporters carried off the victorious eleven on their shoulders. It was the best game Technology has played this year, and the 'Varsity easily wiped out the record of former defeats.

The teams lined up as follows: Technology, -rushers, Rawson, Whiting (Springer), McCormick, Manahan, Le Moins, Coburn, Ames; quarter back, Mansfield; half backs, Thomas, Rockwell; full back, Underwood. Brown, -rushers, Robinson, Emery, Lancy, Combs, Thayer, Nott, Dennison; quarter back, Donovan; half backs, Foulitz, Hopkins; full back, McCarthy.

Tufts, 4; Technology, 0.

Much to the surprise of everyone, Tufts College defeated Technology, at College Hill, last Saturday, by the score of 4 to 0. The game was rather loosely played throughout, and while Tufts played a much better game than usual, Tech put up the weakest game she has played this year.

The loss of Ames and Hayden was seriously felt by the Technology eleven, and the men became discouraged early in the game by the questionable decisions of the linesman.

Tufts won the toss and chose the west end of the field, and Rockwell started the game with a 35-yard kick, which Knowlton fumbled. Tufts now advanced the ball nearly to the center of the field, where Tech held for two downs, but Craig made a run of twenty yards, carrying the ball well into the visitors' territory.

Tufts tried the line four times without gain, and Technology took the ball on downs.

Rockwell ran around left end for twelve yards, and good gains followed by Thomas and Underwood until Technology had the ball on Tufts' 3-yard line with one yard to gain. A short gain was made by Thomas, and, to the astonishment of the visitors, Tufts was given the ball on four downs. Tufts made several slight gains, and time for the first half was called on Tufts' 15-yard line.

In the second half Howes kicked to Thomas, who made a pretty run of fifteen yards. Rockwell followed with another fifteen yards, bringing the ball to the center of the field. Two attempts were made to force center without gain, and after pushing Underwood two yards the ball went to Tufts on four downs.

Coburn was forced a few yards, Manahan was tried without gain, and Craig ran around Rawson for twenty yards. After slight gains through tackle, Smith was pushed over the line, scoring the first touchdown for Tufts. No goal; score, 4-0.

Rockwell kicked to Smith, and Tufts made two tries at guard, but found Le Moins and McCormick ready. An end play was tried, but